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1. Introduction
The Kiivyiilankiirasiltravrtti (KASV) written by Vamana in the 8th
century had an influence on later Sanskrit poetics as a main treatise of
rfti school which had given much importance to style. In 1977 Gerow
gave attention to Vamana's "view of poetry as an organic whole".
Gerow wrote that "He (Vamana) seems most closely indebted to
Da:I)qin (rather than Bhamaha) in the sense that he assigns great
importance to the notion of gu7Ja, or stylistic element; but he differs
markedly also from Da:I)qin, not only in trying to organize his subject
but in appearing to find in the notion of gu7Ja, and style itself (rfti) that
very principle that permits the integration of the other principles of
analysis (including most particularly alal'flkiira) in a holistic view of
poetry". But still he has also pointed out the difficulty of the
Vamana's poetics such as the "imprecise notion of the relation
between gtt!Ja and ala!'flkiira".l The researches of modem scholars,
however, have regarded some siltras as the central ideas of this text:
style is the soul of literature. Style is a special arrangement of words.
The essence of the speciality is quality.2 Based on this point of view,
in 1991 Chari, although his scope of the stylistics has become so wide
as to include Dhvani school and Vakrokti school in the stylistics, has
not taken the poetics of the KASV into consideration in comparison to
that of the Dhvani school and Vakrokti school. Chari has criticized
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that the Rfti-school had not offered "an inclusive concept of poetic
expression, its nature and mode of functioning". 3
The principles of KASV 1.2.6-8 which I have quoted are at least
applicable to the verbal qualities (sabda-gur:zas) in that context of this
text and there is still another idea of poetics that is applicable to the
semantic qualities (artha-gur:zas). In the KASV 1.2.22 when Vamana
says "the ideal Vaidarbha-style is also possible by the fulfillment of
semantic qualities (artha-gur:za)"4 he is suggesting the idea of the style
based on the semantic qualities (artha-gw:za), not on the verbal
qualities (sabda-gur:zas ). Based on the above principles, Vamana
analyzes verbal qualities (sabda-guf}as) in detail. On the other hand,
the semantic idea of literature can be seen in the artha-gur:za chapter.
In this paper let us focus on Vamana's view on the sabda-gur:zas,
or verbal qualities, more broadly to find some characteristics and
remarkable points which have not yet been pointed out by the scholars.
First, I will focus on the relative aspects of the qualities (gur:zas).
Secondly, I will expand this idea into the verbal analysis related to the
caesura.

2. Dynamic aspect of the sabda-gur:za in the KASV
In a paper published in 1985, Tubb proposed a new analysis of the
(sabda-gur:zas) in the KASV. He took up the phonetic texture in the
KASV as well as that in the Abhinavabhiirati, a commentary of the
Niityasiistra, to show that the remarks of those authors on the KASV
have to do with "the interrelations and progressions of phonetic
structural phenomena" rather than with "the conjunct consonants and
the length of compounds and the occurrence of specified phonemes"S
which had been mistaken by the later tradition. Let me now attempt to
extend the observation of Tubb, who has pointed out "the relative
aspects of the arrangement of sounds" into the idea of the relative
aspects of double gur:zas in the KASV.
The definition of the lucidity (prasiida), a kind of quality (gur:za),
and the objection to it are mentioned in the KASV3.1.6.
3
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The lucidity (prasiida) is looseness (saithilya).
Objection: But this (lucidity) is a fault because the essence of it
is the reverse of the floridity (ojas). So, why can you consider
this lucidity as a kind of quality (gu7Ja)?6
The same opinion as this objection which does not consider looseness
(saithilya) as a quality is mentioned in the definition of the coherence
(sle~a) in the Kiivyiidada 1.43a.
The coherent (sli~tam) is what lacks looseness (saithilya).7
Similar examples where looseness (saithilya) is regarded as a defect
are abundant in the Kiivyiidarsa. Lahiri compared the floridity (ojas)
of the KASV with the coherence (sle~a) of the Kiivyiidar~a, and it
might be possible that we could identify the objection mentioned in
the KASV with this passage of the Kiivyiidar~a. Therefore, we can
observe that Vamana dared to use the word looseness (saithilya)
which had been regarded as a defect for the definition of the lucidity
(prasiida). Then, there remains a second question of why Vamana
used the word looseness (saithilya) for the explanation of quality? The
following passages continue in the KASV.
Answer: The lucidity (prasiida) is a quality, because it appears
along with the floridity (ojas). The pure one (pure lucidity) can
not [be a quality]. But it (lucidity) is a fault if it appears alone. 8
The opinion of the KASV agrees with the Kiivyiidar~a up to the point
that the looseness (saithilya) can not be a quality without appearing
along with the floridity (ojas), but it is the KASV which mentioned the
lucidity (prasiida) as looseness (saithilya), and this lucidity (prasiida)
will be a quality when appearing along with the floridity (ojas).
Regarding 'saJ!lplava (appearing along with)' of the floridity (ojas)
and the lucidity (prasiida), the following passages continue.
In some places, we can also appreciate the balance (siimya)
between floridity (ojas) and lucidity (prasiida), and in other

6

KASV 3.1.6: saithilyam prasiida/:1. nanu ayam ojoviparyayiitmiido!fa/:1, tat katham gu!Ja/:1.
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Kiivyadaria 1.43a: slifftam aspr~tasaithlyam.
KASV3.1.7: gu!Ja/:1 prasiida/:1. ojasii saha sa'!lplaviit. sa suddhas tu do$a eveti.
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places the supenonty (utkar$a) of one to the other by
experience.9
In this way, there are three variations of the 'saf!1plava (appearing
along with)' of the floridity (ojas) and the lucidity (prasiida), such as
balance, superiority of the floridity (ojas) to the lucidity (prasiida),
and superiority of the lucidity (prasiida) to the floridity (ojas). The
Kiimadhenu, the commentary on the KASV, mentioned those as triple
modes (triprakiira).
Therefore, we can conclude that the KASV used a new
explanation of the relation between two qualities, by this special way
of changing the coherence (sle$a) in the Kiivyiidada to the floridity
(ojas) and also defining the lucidity (prasiida) as looseness (saithilya).
There is no other reference to the relation between the two
qualities in this sabda-gw:za chapter. However there is a remark on the
relation of two elements in the explanation of the symmetry (samiidhi),
and it seems to parallel those explanations of the floridity (ojas) and
the lucidity (prasiida).

The symmetry (samiidhi) is a sequence of ascent (iiroha) and
descent (avaroha).lO
In the following passages, Vamana explains the two elements, ascent
and descent, by using the word sequence (krama) and the word
replacement (parihiira ), and he distinguishes them from the relation
between the floridity (ojas) and the lucidity (prasiida).

Objection: [We can] not [consider symmetry as] a quality,
because it takes the form of the floridity (ojas) and the lucidity
(prasiida).
Answer: No [that is not true], because [ascent and descent are]
not appearing along with one another mutually. Furthermore, the
comparison of ascent (iiroha) to the floridity (ojas) or the
comparison of descent (avaroha) to the lucidity (prasiida) are
not fixed correspondences. If you take them (ascent and descent)
as an acute state of the floridity (ojas) and the lucidity (prasiida),

9

KASV3.1.9: siimyam utkar~as cauja~prasiidayor anubhaviid eva.
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KASV 3.1.12:
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we can understand. As these two (ascent and descent) depend
upon a peculiar element and it is only a quality .11
According to the above, ascent (iiroha) and descent (avaroha) are
included as acute stages of the floridity (ojas) and the- lucidity
(prasiida) which are coexisting. That is, we can observe a prominent
contrast: the relation between the floridity (ojas) and the lucidity
(prasiida) has a dynamic coexistence showing a mode, such as
balance or superiority. On the other hand, the relation between ascent
and descent is a static state, which depends on a quality of symmetry
(samiidhi).
In the chapter of the verbal quality (sabda-gu7Ja) in the KASV,
Vamana described, specially about the lucidity (prasiida) and the
symmetry (samiidhi), not only the characteristic point of individual
quality (gu1Ja) but also the relations between the two elements which
have contrast. That is, the relation between the floridity (ojas) and the
lucidity (prasiida) in the former, and ascent (iiroha) and descent
(avaroha) in the latter; The state of the lucidity (prasiida) can exist
relatively so long as it appears along with the floridity (ojas). This was
distinguished clearly from the absolute state of the symmetry
(samiidhi), which contains the sequence of ascent and descent. These
results lead to the conclusion that Vamana intentionally used the word
looseness (saithilya) which was considered as a fault in the earlier
Kiivyiidarsa in the definition of the lucidity (prasiida) for the purpose
of showing the relative and dynamic aspects of the gul}a-s.
The theory of the gul}a in the KASV influenced later poeticians. We
can see an echo of the coexistence of the floridity (ojas) and the
lucidity (prasiida) of the KASV in the Vakroktijfvita written by
Kuntaka in the 1Oth century.
[The lucidity (prasiida) in the brilliant style (vicitra miirga)
consists in] the arrangement of the uncompounded words and
this is well-known among poets. In this style, the lucidity
(prasiida) as it is, mostly it has a slight touch with the floridity
(ojas).12

11
KASV 3.1.13: na prthak, iirohiivarohayor oja/Jprasiidariipatviit. KASV 3.1.14: na,
asa'!lprktatviit. KASV 3.1.15: na ciiyam ekiinto niyamalJ yadojasyiirohalJ, prasiide ciivaroha iti.
KASV 3.1.16: oja/JprasiidayolJ tivriivasthii, tiiv iti ced abhyupagamalJ. KASV 3.1.17: vise~ii
pelcyitviit tayolJ. sa vise~o gu"{liintaram eva.
12
Vakroktijivita 1.45: asamastapadanyiisa}J. prasiddhalJ kavivartmani/ ki'!lcid oja}J. sprsan
priiyalJ prasiido 'py atra drsyate/1
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Here Kuntaka is referring to the slight touch of the lucidity (prasada)
with the floridity (ojas). Raghavan explained about the Abhinavabhiiratl, a commentary on the Niityasiistra by Abhinavagupta, like
this: "When we come to the Gul)a-prakarm:ta itself, we see that in the
exposition of ten Gul)aS, Abhinavagupta completely follows
Vamana."13 However, Abhinavagupta, who is a contemporary with
Kuntaka, while explaining the lucidity (prasada ), even though he
quotes the example of the KASV and uses the word looseness
(saithilya) he mentions just like this, "One gur:za can shine [by itself].
Therefore [prasiida can be] proved by its experience".14 Thus he did
not give any explanation of the prasada which can appear along with
the ojas. So it may be difficult to say that the concept of saT{lplava
(coexistence) was effective, or universal mnong all poeticians. But,
still one can believe, this consideration about the relative and dynamic
level which is in Vamana's view on poetic language is a valid
argument for precise understanding of the characteristic point of this
text and the real intention of the author.

3. The broken caesura (yatibhra.Jfa)
As a further exmnple of Vamana's verbal analysis, let us consider his
explanation of the 'yatibhra.Jfa' or broken caesura, where we can see
another difference between the Kiivyiidarsa and the KASV. The
definition of the yatibhra.Jfa is mentioned in KASV 2.2.3. as follows:
[A statement] with broken caesura is what has unpleasant
pause .IS
This definition corresponds with the explanation in the Kiivyiidarsa
4.29.
The break between words at the right places in a verse is known
as caesura (yati). [A statement] which lacks this is a broken
caesura (yatibhra.Jfa) and it is offensive to the ears.16
13

Raghavan[1963:271]
14
Abhinavabhiirati (vol. 2) p. 336, 11.7-8: ekas ca gw;a]J ko 'pi sobhata iti. Tubb [1985:574]
reads this passage "ekas ca gul}o [na} sobhata iti" and interpreates "no quality is appealing
solitary."

15

KASV2.2.3: virasaviriimaT!J yatibhra~{am.
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Though there is no rigid explanation of 'pada (word)' in the
Kiivyiidarsa, Ratnasrijfiana, a commentator of this text, annotated it as
"A word is what ends in a case-ending or a personal-ending".17 The
author of the Kiivyiidarsa adds in other verses that "There is a nature
of a word (padatva) which lacks a suffix"18 but "poets never compose
such a verse which is harsh on the ears".l9
The KASV, on the other hand, gives a different explanation of the
minimum unit of the word (pada) where the caesura can be placed.
[The broken caesura happens] when a minimum unit of a rootbase or a noun-base is split and usually this fault does not have
to do with the euphonic junction of letters (svara-sarrzdhi). 20
The KASV shows an example where a caesura is placed between rootbase and suffix.
sobhfup. pu~ya/ty ayam abhinaval). sundarll_lfup. prabodhal)..

--- -rvv

vv-/- v - - v - -1
(This fresh awakening of the beautiful lady increases charm.)
In this example, the root-base and the suffix are considered as a word
(pada) respectively. From these remarks about the broken caesura
(yatibhra$(a) in two texts, one comparative point of the Kiivyiidada
and the KASV becomes clear. The Kiivyiidarsa considers a set of rootbase and suffix or a set of noun-base and suffix as a word (pada). On
the other hand, the KASV considers each of all these elements as a
word (pada) where we can place a caesura.
Let us now return to the explanation of the word (pada) by
Ratnasrijfiana, a commentator of the Kiivyiidada. The explanation "A
word is what ends in a case-ending or a personal-ending" was quoted

from Panini's definition of a word21 and this definition has been
accepted among grammarians. And it is the grammarians who were
the most influential to poeticians regarding the linguistic analysis. On
16

Kiivyiidarsa 4.29: sloke!f!l niyatasthiinal!l padacchedal!l yatil!l
sraval}odvejanal!l yathii.

vidu~.

tadapetaJ?l

yatibhra~{al!l
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Ratnasrl, p. 264: sloke:jU padye~ vi~aye padasya suptiliantasya viriima~ chanda~siistra

prasiddha~ padaccheda~.
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20
21

Kiivyiidarsa 4.3lab: lupte padiinte si(f{asya padatval!l niscital!l yathii.
KiivyiidarSa 4.32ab: tathiipi ka!u karl}iiniil!l kavayo na prayuiijate.
KASV2.2.4: taddhiituniimabhiigabhede svarasmpdhyakrte priiye!Ja.
~!iidhyiiyi

1.4.14: suptiliantan padam.
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the other hand, the minimum unit of pada by Vamana which is nounbase, verbal-base and suffix can be compared with that of later
logicians.22

4. Conclusion
The above-mentioned arguments on the relative aspect of the qualities
(gu1J.a-s) and the verbal analysis related to the caesura still have a limit
because they are concerned only with the verbal aspects of literature
and not with the semantic aspects. This dualism, separation of verbal
research from semantic research, might be another limit of the
Vamana's stylistics in addition to his difficulties pointed out by the
earlier scholars such as Gerow and Chari. But, still, the dynamic
aspect of literature which was discovered by Vamana's verbal
approach itself may be related to the essential point of Indian
aesthetics.
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